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Left: Jim McGraw’s photo of the Murphy Lawyer’s PMC, Winner of the Launch Shot.
Right: Michela Alexander’s shot of the crew digging up Jim Filler’s F-35 PMC, Winner of the People Shot.

Contest Results:
FAI 3
ECRM 8-9
SCST 10-11

Outreach 4-5, 12-13
Whiffle Ball Plan 14

and more!
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Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a
QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx
p r o d u c t s .

Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!
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About NARHAMS
NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state
of Md., Washington DC and the
surrounding Metropolitan areas. The
club is a section of the National
Association of Rocketry (NAR) and we
are the oldest continuously active model
rocket club in the United States, first
established as a high school club in 1963,
changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1965.
NARHAMS is the only seven time
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award.

Years won: 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001,
2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd.
in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open
to the public and are held the first
Sunday of every month (weather
permitting), starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective
new members to our monthly meetings.
They are held on the first Saturday of
the month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the
College Park Airport Annex Building.
Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as
a sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via
chat-room, simply go to the NARHAMS
homepage and click on the link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops”
building.
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket
club in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model
rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and
interest. We are committed to
providing the most current, up-to-date
information on model and real world
rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published bi-
monthly and is available to anyone on
a subscription basis. Current rates are
$10 for email or $15 for meeting
pickup or $20 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 6 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43
is not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-
43 or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit
an article, send them to :

ZOG-43,
1404 Sweet Cherry Court
Severn, MD 21144

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com
 Zog-43 Editor: Jennifer Ash-Poole

Welcome New Members
Joseph Avins

****************************

Save up to 20 % at
Hobby Works when
you show your club
membership card.
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      The opening days of August have graced us with
warm and muggy conditions here in the Mid-Atlantic
region of the US. Looking back over the past six weeks,
I have to say that a lot has happened and it has gone by
really fast!
      ECRM-38 was held over Father’s day weekend and
was very well attended, and very warm indeed. Steel
City was the following weekend near Butler, PA., again
very well attended but not as warm. The GSFC
Commemorative Apollo-11 Contest was held as an open
to the public contest with over 40 entries. NARAM-53
wrapped up July just outside of Cincinnati, OH, and let
me tell you, it was HOT & HUMID! Temperatures ran
mid to upper nineties everyday and the humidity was
pushing the heat index up to around 110 everyday.
Absolutely brutal conditions for flying rockets
borderline ridiculous for anyone having to be out in it
for 8+ hour’s everyday.
      With the FAI team selection fly offs the opening
weekend; I chose to get more involved this year and to
learn more about the inner workings of the event.  With
the trusty direction of “Ole Ed” I absorbed the briefing
for contestants, read up on the event rules and learned
how to measure the models for compliance to minimum
dimensions. I want to drop in a quick line here to say
how nice it was to see so many entries this year and to
notice that numerous “tube” models came from our own
Mark Petrovich and his “Venus Rocketry” offerings.
After we completed the model measuring, it was onto
scale judging. John Langford, Ellis Langford, Chris
Kidwell, Ole Ed and I all worked to getting the models
scored for static.
      When the actual flying started on Sat. morning,
some amazing flights were made. Numerous S3
parachute flights not only maxed their 5 minute flight
time but many of them sailed off heading towards
Cleveland. S8 RC-RG had 12 entries and is always a fun
event to watch.
    NARAM events started off on Monday morning.
Numerous members of clubs in the region elected to put
their efforts together for the entire contest year to
attempt a section title for the Pittsburgh section. We
started off Monday morning in third place amongst
sections over 16,000 points behind and never looked
back. We finished in first when Friday was over by more
then 18,000 points over the second place club. We had a
good time and in the process brought a title home for
one of our sister clubs to our North!

     Friday evening at the banquet we started counting
places needed for table and think we gave up at 5+
tables needed for everyone associated with PSC. Many
awards were given out during the banquet and of course
it wouldn’t be NARAM without NARHAMS being in
the mix.

      Since I am writing this for you it is only appropriate
that I bring you the news that the NARHAMS newsletter
“ZOG-43” was named “most improved” and I say thank you
to you all for your time and efforts to get our editor the
submissions she needs.

“Pay Forward”

Jim

The Presidents Column a.k.a. Zog-Speak

The Following NARHAMSters have made the 2012 FAI
team. Congratulations!

Juniors
Katherine Humphrey - Glider, Streamer, Helicopter
Brendan O’Bryan - Streamer, Helicopter

Seniors
Chris Kidwell - Parachute, Streamer
Dave O’Bryan - Streamer

The following are first alternates, so they MAY go,
depending on how people choose their 2 events.

Kevin Johnson - RCRG
Jim Filler - Scale
Jennifer  Ash-Poole - Helicopter

Jim Filler’s F-104 PMC at NARAM.
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)
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     Are You A Space Monkey?  (by ole ed)

      At TARC this year, club member James Duffy mentioned
his sales of the 1/24th scale V2 seem to be doing all right,
and he hasn’t even done much promotion.  Well he has a
Web site, and it’s great to see a club member doing well so
please save to your favorites (do the Brits save to
favourites?) or bookmark spacemonkeymodels.com
      This isn’t the first time James has forayed into scale
modeling.  In 2004 he and fellow Texan Tony Reynolds took
Gold (Tony) and Silver (James) in scale altitude with
Bumber WACs at the Spacemodeling world championships
in Poland.
      It was great to see James again at TARC; he lives in
Georgetown, Texas so we typically see him only at national
NAR venues.  And the folks he mentored (the TARC team
from Georgetown) were fine modelers and performed
respectfully.

V2 Test Flight #1 at White Sands
Vintage 1951—Photo Shamelessly
Taken from James’ Web Site
Spacemonkeymodels.com and
obviously before the launch

    The models were FlisKits Thing-a-ma-jigs on A
motors.  The actual launch occurred between 2:30-3:30
pm. The rockets were built at home and then colorfully
decorated.  Richard worked intensively throughout
doing minor and major repairs to make the models
flight worthy (e.g., replace a lug or secure a motor
mount).
      We also got to pick out three of the more colorful to
win special pack prizes later.
      There was little wind and we launched close to the
school because the field is adjacent River Road.  No
models were lost, one was retrieved from a tree using
Tom Bagg’s pole, and two igniters actually went aflame
and had to be snuffed out.
      Frankly the area is too small for anything but A-
powered heavy models with little to no wind.  It
worked beautifully with what we had, but the

conditions were
exceptional.
Another site should
be used for next
year in my opinion,
as you usually
don’t have such low
wind conditions.
      A highlight for
me was meeting
Richard Aitken and
his eight-year old
son James.  Richard
saw my NAR-
logoed shirt and

                                                       said he used to be a
                                                       member.  At the ice-
cream social (by that time the chocolate was gone), he
said he used to go to a rocket club in the late 60s when
he was between 10-13 years of age.  I asked him what
group and he couldn’t recall—it was so long ago, but
he remembered the leader was a fellow by the name of
Jim Kukowski.  Richard was a member of the old UFO
section, and Jim Kukowski, former NAR Executive
Director was instrumental in pushing me to form
NARHAMS back in 1964 at NARAM-6.  And now
here is this once UFO-member introducing his son to
rocketry.   The experience continues.
      Mr. Aitken also brought and showed off a five-
position rack he made which could have been used if
the club hadn’t shown to help.  He said he had the
confidence he could build one based on his experiences
as a NAR section member long ago.

Pack of Rockets by Ole Ed
      Last year Jennifer supported Cub Scout Pack 1320 of
Montgomery County in their year-end (summer hiatus)
picnic.
      The pack came a calling again this year and Richard
Hickok and your cub reporter helped them this year at the
Norwood School in Rockville on Saturday, June 4, 2011.
      We set up Richard’s EZ-up, the club’s launch system 3,
and a mess of traffic cones as barriers (enuf for a well-
heeled road construction site—author’s note: this was used
before but it still tickles my fancy, so why not write it
again?).
    The activity was coupled with an ice cream social, so
the 50+ tiger and cubs launched and then feasted on mint
chocolate chip, strawberry and chocolate flavors in a
nearby picnic area.

Richard Hickok going over the finer points of launching.
(Photo by  Ed Pearson)
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Thirty-Five Years and Counting
by Ed Pearson
      June’s Goddard launch marked the 35th anniversary
of the monthly Visitor Center demonstration program.
NARHAMSters assisting with this launch were
Jennifer Ash-Poole, Michael and Ian Cochran, Jef
Fineran, Frank Panek, Alan Williams and your cub
reporter here.  Mike Howie was also in attendance as
well as other club members.
      The first Sunday launches are nominally scheduled
from 1-2pm, but we had more than 200 people turn out,
so the rockets kept firing until 3:30 pm.  Natalie
Suarez, a college student from Puerto Rico and Visitor
Center intern for the summer, counted people and
handed out certificates to first time flyers.
      The bulk of the rocketeers were Cub, Boy or Girl
Scouts from Washington, D.C. (three groups),
Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia (about 15 from
Martinsburg brought down by Frank).  Paul Dees (an
aerospace engineering senior from Kansas assigned to
the Visitor Center during the summer) also helped. He
was great, having had experience at model rocket
camps with the Kansas City Cosmosphere (space
science museum).
      After running out of first flyer certificates (at 48
people) we took names and Jennifer pledged to printout
and mail another 60 or so to beginning rocketeers.  We
had a good time and the gift shop manager, Mel Kurtz,
just beamed because of buyer purchases.

Stomping at the Savoy and other Best
Practices by Ed Pearson
      The GSFC Visitor Center (VC) recently scheduled two
training presentations for scout leaders.  These sessions
used paper rockets as tools for teaching the engineering
process.
      One gathering, Tuesday night June 7, was for Boy Scout
leaders and another was scheduled the following week for
Girl Scout leaders.  This article relates what was observed
in the first presentation
      VC Informal Education Coordinator Catherine Kruchten
hosted the meeting and introduced the presenter, Dr. Susan
Hoban of the GSFC Education Office.
      The dozen adults in attendance (five of which work
both at GSFC and help scouts) and two Cub Scouts were
paired up to build and launch what NASA calls “Pop!
Rockets.” *
      But the tangible outcome of flying was secondary to
demonstrating the engineering process generally used for
any engineering project.   Dr. Hoban used a design model
attributed to the Museum of Science, Boston as part of
NASA’s BEST program:  Beginning Engineering Science
Technology.
      The engineering design process model goes like this:
Ask → Imagine → Plan → Create → Experiment →
Improve.
      Participant teams were shown a “Pop! Launcher” and
told their project was to develop a carrier to take a payload
to a far away asteroid.  They were then allowed to ask
questions, think about a design, put down a drawing of it,
construct the carrier rocket, fly it outside and make
adjustments for a second flight.
      Materials used were card stock paper, cellophane tape,
pocket change (payload), scissors, ruler, and a section of
PCV tube (to show launcher’s diameter).
      A Rube Goldberg device (but highly effective) made of
PCV tubing terminated on one end with models placed over
the tube.  The other end terminated with a two-liter soda
pop bottle.   You stomped on the bottle, air pressurized the
tube, and models shot up rather dramatically.  Then after
observing the flight, it was back to the drawing board to
make improvements.  First attempts often were only ten or
so feet; seconds much better.
      Dr. Hoban said the reason for the instruction is obvious:
NASA needs engineers; its workforce is aging and getting
scouts and students to do critical thinking now may pay
future dividends.
      At the conclusion, participants were given a package of
resource materials, and your cub reporter here provided
everyone information on the monthly Sunday launches and
July’s scheduled Apollo Contest.
*See NASA Rockets – Educator Guide (EG-2008-05-060-
KSC)

Top: Jennifer Ash-Poole, giving the briefing at June’s
Goddard Launch.
Bottom:A scout demonstrating the stomp rocket.
(Photo by Ed Pearson).
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       On June 18th & 19th 2011, NARHAMS hosted the
38th annual East Coast Regional Meet. Our home field at
Old National Pike Park did not fail to challenge us again
this year. We for the most part have the use of the field
without to much issue. The Frederick County Parks
permit us to use the area to hold launches about once a
month. This version of ECRM brought hot and humid
weather with something new. Three foot high corn was
planted on the field to the east and to the north creating a
nice maze to look for models that found their way into
landing amongst the corn. Although I have no firm
numbers, it is my opinion that we did not lose too many
models to the rocket eating corn.
      We had 28 entries this year
from across the region including
four states. NOVAAR from
Virginia, SPAAR from
Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
PSC also from Pennsylvania and
NARHAMS form Maryland. We
had five “A” divisioners, one “B”
divisioner, seventeen “C”
divisioners and finally five teams
for the “T” division.
      Saturday opened with the
altitude events. Random Duration
was flown first to comply with
the sporting code rules. Contest

ECRM-38- Launch Coverage
Jim Filler NAR # 27862

Jacob Rains watching his egg lofter
(Photo by Jim McGraw)

Manager selected 125 meters as the target. Jacob Rains
in “A” div. must have prepared for numerous altitude
possibilities. He had the best flight at the meet with a
2.4% error tracked to 122 meters.
      The second altitude event was “C” Eggloft Altitude.
Flights were being tracked even though the skies were
tough at best with the hot humid and hazy conditions.
Tracking powder was your friend for this event on this
day. I myself pulled out a 205 meter meet best flight on
my third flight attempt after a TL on my second attempt.
      Plastic Model Conversion was to be flown on
Sunday. Models had to be turned in at noon on Saturday

for judging. So as the
models were being
placed in the back of
my truck, I noticed
spots of tracking
powder were raining
in like mini-bombs.
Plan-B, we moved the
models to inside the
truck. 

A D Rocket Glider flight.
9photo by Ellen Fineran)

Chris checking in Chris.
(Photo by Alex Mankevich)

      We finally finished
up tracking after
having to add a third
window. We had a

                        nice afternoon to look forward to and
 only one duration event on the slate.
  “D”  Boostglide saw various designs

and strategies used for this event. Dimitre Avarmov an
Internats flyer from Bulgaria and his son Stoil Avramov
both flew S8 style models. Stoil set a new US record for
RC with a single flight of 275 seconds! Dimitre had two
great flights with one of them good for 756 seconds!   In
team division the “Flying I-Beam Kids” totaled 1011
seconds with the second flight of 795 seconds and one
boomer of a thermal. Kevin Johnson flying for
“Murphy’s Lawyers” turned in a single best flight of 427

seconds.
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      Sunday morning brought warm and sunny skies again
for really nice Father’s Day. We opened up the contest
flying with spot landing and “D” Boost glider flights not
flown from Saturday. I drafted Michala Alexander to
select the spot by throwing the flag javelin style down
range. After a few tense moments of anticipation, she let
it fly and it made it to the edge of the perimeter I
didn’t hear anyone complaining about the close proximity
of the spot! In “A” division Michael Hardobey took first
with a nice flight at only 4.29 meters from the spot.
Michala finished fourth even though she picked the spot
she landed 45.6 meters from the spot. Tom Ha took “C”
division with a saucer flight landing only 3 meters from
the spot. “Calvin & Hobbes” in team division had the
meet best flight at only 2.11 meters!
      Plastic Model Conversion………….. Need I say
more? We had several very nicely done and flown
models. Michala Alexander flew her Jupiter-C painted
like a bomb Popsicle ;-) with light blue and magenta
ends. Chris Kidwell flew his veteran SR-71 with a
cluster of two D12’s and a first place. “Calvin &
Hobbes” flew a MIG-21 for first in teams. “Murphy’s
Lawyers” flew the new “Space Monkey” 1/24th V-2
model that is very finely detailed and a very nice flight.
I myself took the award for best “Plastic Death” flight.
My 1/48th scale F-35 flying with a D10 left the pad and
looked like it would be OK for about 2 seconds. Then it
arced over and plowed the nose into the ground while
fracturing the main body causing debris to be thrown
for about 20 feet forward and five feet wide beyond the
nosecone point of impact.

Left: Chris Kidwell’s SR 171 PMC
Model (photo by Jim McGraw).

Above: Raul Pena receiving the dead
last but finished award from Jim
Filler (photo by Ellen Fineran)

Right: Flying I Beam Kids PMC
(Photo by Jim McGraw)

Above: Tom Ha, working hard at judging PMC
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

As I sobbed the bystanders in amazement began to pick
up the pieces of the model.  Zach Ha volunteered to
count the parts and don’t you know it, he picked up 73
pieces and the model was only 71 pieces to start with!
      We had 58 sport flights on Saturday. We logged
another 57 sport flights on Sunday for a weekend total of
115 sport flights. This is how the sport flying broke
down. We had only 4 of 115 flights that were marked as
a problem. We also had five multi-stage flights.
      We closed ECRM-38 with a great picnic/bbq put on
by my Mom & Dad…. Bill & Mary Harvey with help
from Aunt Jo and Maria Ha. Everyone enjoyed the food
and finished up with the awards and door prizes. Michala
Alexander took “A” division with 1788 contest points.
Chris Kidwell was the big winner in “C” division with
1088 contest points. In Team division “The Flying I-
Beam Kids racked up 2016 contest points. I would like
to thank our sponsors for the generous door prizes.

ECRM - continued
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ECRM SPORT FLIGHT TOTALS
Saturday Sunday Total
1/2A=1 1/2A=8    9
A=12 A=2   14
B=25 B=21   46
C=22 C=21   43
D=6 D=5   11
E=1 E=0   1
F=2 F=0   2

Aerospace Speciality Products gift certificate winners
were:

Jacob Rains  Mike Hardobey          Chris Kidwell
Bill Harvey   Raul Pena                  Stoil Avramov
Alex Mankevich Jennifer Ash-Poole     Dimitri Avramov

Quest Kit winners were:

Brittany Hardobey
Bruce Canino
Fabrice Derullieux
Maria Ha

Balsa Machining Service $25 Gift Certificate:

Greg Bock

Semroc Kit winners were the winners of the best
photo contest:  (pictured on the front cover!)

Michala Alexander   (Best people picture)   PMC
Carnage bystanders
Jim McGraw      (Best liftoff shot) V-2
liftoff

ECRM-38 Meet Champions

Place Contestant NAR Number Section Total
Points

A Division

1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 1788
2 Rains, Jacob 74976 205 882
3 Avramov, Stoil 92988 139 660
4 Hardobey, Michael 88569 473 564
5 Hardobey, Briitany 88568 473 252

B Division

1 Ha, Zach 79498 473 108

C Division

1 Kidwell, Chris     45225 473 1092
2 Hardobey, Mike    43720 473 834
3 Filler, Jim     27862 473 774
4 Avramov, Dimitre  92987 139 660
5 Alexander, Scott    84112 473 642
6 Canino, Bruce     39989 473 456
7 Harvey, Bill     76228 473 384
8 McGraw, Jim     18071 503 366
9 Carson, Don     11069 139 264
10 Ha, Tom     76754 473 204
11 Hardobey, Tina     89634 473 150
12 Mankevich, Alex   86018 139 96
13 Bock, Greg     44161 473 84
14 Derullieux, Fabrice 91853 139 30
15 Fineran, Jef     90633 139 12
15 Ha, Maria     82038 139 12
15 Pena, Raul     88644 139 12

T Division

1 The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 2016
2 Calvin & Hobbes T-721 473 1668
3 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 654
4 Qualified Flight T-413 473 582
5 DUCK! T-661 473 252

Sections
1 PSC 473 12504
2 NARHAMS 139 1746
3 NOVAAR 205 882
4 SPAAR 503 366



Contestant         NAR # Section  RDA C ELA D BG OSL      PMC

A Division
Alexander, Michala 85196 473 55.2% (56 m) 163 89 / 84 45.6      560.0/ 95.0
Avramov, Stoil 92988 139 275 / 184
Hardobey, Briitany 88568 473 49.6% (63 m) NR (NC) 9.63
Hardobey, Michael 88569 473 54.4% (57 m) 150 4.29
Rains, Jacob 74976 205 2.4% (122 m) EJ / EGG 305 NR / NG 17.39      520.0/ 95.0

B Division
Ha, Zach 79498 473 TL NC / TL 20.39      265.0/ 0.0

C Division
Alexander, Scott 84112 473 8.8% (114 m) EGG / NC NG / 149 27.9      590.0
Avramov, Dimitre 92987 139 226 / 756
Bock, Greg 44161 473 TL/24.0% (95 m)  146 UNS
Canino, Bruce 39989 473 17.6% (147 m)   UNS NG 7.2      505.0/ 90.0
Carson, Don 11069 139 118 / 29
Derullieux, Fabrice 91853 139 38.4% (77 m)
Filler, Jim 27862 473 NC NR (TL) / 206 48 4.97      685.0/ 0.0
Fineran, Jef 90633 139 100.0
Ha, Maria 82038 139 24.2
Ha, Tom 76754 473 45.6%(182 m)  NC / 120 3.0
Hardobey, Mike 43720 473 NC/44.0%(70 m)  162 NG 10.08      515.0/ 100.0
Hardobey, Tina 89634 473 56.8% (54 m) 157 20.17
Harvey, Bill 76228 473 22.4% (97 m) 152 EJ / 33 5.62      500.0/ 90.0
Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 36.8% (171 m)  TL / 161 17 / 22 UNS      690.0/ 280.0
Mankevich, Alex 86018 139 NC/ 33.6%(167 m)  NC / EJ 50.0      450.0/ 0.0
McGraw, Jim 18071 503 4.0% (120 m) 83 / 113 43.6     575.0 /0.0/ 0.0
Pena, Raul 88644 139 9.76

T Division
Calvin & Hobbes T-721 473 29.6% (162 m)   166/178 UNS / 19 2.11      765.0 / 80.0
DUCK! T-661 473 33.6% (167 m)   NC/EGG SEP      530.0 / 100.0
Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 TL / UNS EGG/EGG 164 / 427 2.83      575.0 / 100.0
Qualified Flight T-413 473 NC TL / 127 NG 5.9      690.0 / 90.0
The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473473 19.2% (149 m)   TL/ 201 216 / 795 4.4      695.0 / 145.0

MANY THANKS FOR COMING TMANY THANKS FOR COMING TMANY THANKS FOR COMING TMANY THANKS FOR COMING TMANY THANKS FOR COMING TO ECRM ANDO ECRM ANDO ECRM ANDO ECRM ANDO ECRM AND
TTTTTO OUR SPONSORSO OUR SPONSORSO OUR SPONSORSO OUR SPONSORSO OUR SPONSORS!!!!!
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ECRM-38 Results
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The weekend following ECRM, the club went to Steel City Smoke Trail to finish up the contest year. Here are results
and some pictures! (all photos by Jennifer Ash-Poole)

                                       Steel City Smoke Trail 11 Results

Contestant NAR # Section 1/4A FW 1/2A SRD A RG A HD           1/2A ALT

A Division
Alexander, Michala 85196 473 14 / NDP 2900 / 4600 38 / NG 16 / 14             EJ / NC
Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 NG / 11 1600 / EJ UNS             93
Hardobey, Michael 88569 473 3400 / SEP UNS / UNS             121

B Division
Beamer, Michael 91024 473 616 / 504 27 / 28 60 / 60

C Division
Alexander, Scott 84112 473 5 / NG 2800 / 7600 89 / 5 UNS / 43 118
Canino, Bruce 39989 473 25 / 48 5800 / 5700 NG / NG 25 / 46              109 / 111
Feveryear, Glenn 24931 503 320 / 14 SEP / SEP 39 / 27 35 / 70              160 / 177
Feveryear, Rita 86758 503 46 / 92
Filler, Jim 27862 473 33 / 110 4300 / 5200 SEP / 44 111 / 71  140 / 150
Halinaty, Mark 82418 IND SEP
Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND 15 / 36 1400 / 5900 25 / 26                114
Hardobey, Tina 89634 IND 6 SEP / SEP 25 / 21                NC / 109
Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 NG / 39 3500 / 5000 42 NR / NG 39 / 53                152 / 166
McGraw, Jim 18071 503 NG / NG 3100 / 1800 31 / 47 UNS / UNS         140 / 150

T Division
DUCK! T-661 IND UNS / NG 3000 / 1400 UNS / UNS 19 / 6 124
Krispy Kreemers T-890 473 NG / 16 2400 / SEP 40 / 39
Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 NG / 61 8200 / 7400 NG / 35 140 / 58 TL / 198
Qualified Flight T-413 473 31 / NG NDP / 3200 NG / NG 28 / 153 127
The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 NG / 108 4700 / 1700 18 / 157 34 / NDP 156 / 158

Big Jimmy finds his new restaurant!

Jennifer sport launches while
Scott Alexander watches.
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Steel City Smoke Trail 11 Meet Champions

Place Contestant NAR Section Total Points

A Division

1 Alexander, Michala 85196 473 1677
2 Hardobey, Brittany 88568 473 642
3 Hardobey, Michael 88569 473 504

B Division

1 Beamer, Michael 91024 473 1278

C Division

1 Filler, Jim 27862 473 1308
2 Feveryear, Glenn 24931 503 1290
3 Alexander, Scott 84112 473 1002
4 Canino, Bruce 39989 473 693
5 McGraw, Jim 18071 503 507
6 Kidwell, Chris 45225 473 474
7 Feveryear, Rita 86758 503 360
8 Hardobey, Mike 43720 IND 234
9 Hardobey, Tina 89634 IND 141
10 Halinaty, Mark 82418 IND 0

T Division

1 Murphy's Lawyers T-788 473 1944
2 The Flying I-Beam KidsT-473 473 1656
3 Qualified Flight T-413 473 762
4 Krispy Kreemers T-890 473 387
5 DUCK! T-661 IND 270

Sections
1 PSC 473 12327
2 SPAAR 503 2157
3 IND 0 645

Rod Schafer with the meet hardware, ready to hand out.

From the top:
Steve Humphrey from Murphy’s Lawyers gets a model ready
for piston.

Michael Harobey with his1/2A Altitude trophy.

Kevin Johnson of Murphy’s Lawyers with their meet trophy.

Michael Beamer with his A Rocket Glider Duration Trophy
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July Sport Launch – July 16, 2011 Mt. Airy - Old National Pike Park
Alex Mankevich – Launch Manager

      A hot, sunny and
sometimes breezy day
greeted rocketeers at the Mt.
Airy field for the July 2011
Sport Launch.  Perhaps the
warmest welcome was laid
out by the towering corn
fields surrounding the launch
area.  In anticipation of the
proven rocket-eating prowess
of corn fields, President Jim
Filler contacted Marianne Letourneau, the
administrator of the Frederick County
Parks and Recreation Division, to seek
permission for us to launch away from the
corn.  Permission was granted for us to
launch closer to the soccer fields as no
games were scheduled.  This regrettably
was just a ‘one time fix’ for the July
launch, as the soccer games scheduled for
future months will force our launch area
back up the hill towards the corn.
      This was a ‘summer hours’ launch
which began at 12:00 noon and was scheduled to run
until 7:00 p.m.  President Filler and Kevin Johnson
helped your friendly neighborhood launch manager to set
up the field.  Jim’s truck (which didn’t ‘transform’ into
anything for some reason) performed the bulk of the
launch system transport.  No sooner had we set up that
we had a visit from the park ranger.  He had already been
informed by his office that we had permission to set up in
our temporary launch spot, so his visit was mostly social
in nature.  It always pays to be good neighbors!
      Kevin and Jim used the early launch preparations to
practice with some radio remote controlled gliders.  Jim
also test-fired his X-15 model on an A-8 engine to see if
it would be satisfactory for demonstration at the
following day’s Goddard Contest at the Goddard Visitor
Center.  This shake-down launch gave a thumbs-up for
its launch configuration at the Goddard Contest.
      We had a modestly busy launch day.  Ninety-three
(93) sport cards were completed.  Breaking down the
launch activity revealed one (1) lander flight, seven (7)
saucer flights, eight (8) radio controlled glider flights.
The theme for the launch day was ‘multi-stage flights’.
Brad Grant, Mark Wise and Bob Ekman combined for
four (4) multi-stage flights to fulfill the day’s launch
theme, and the remaining flights were single staged
rockets.  Five (5) flights were classified as ‘problem
flights’ which were attributed to a) no deployments of
recovery device, b) engine ejection, c) failure to clear the

launch rod and d) hang-up on the
clothespin.  Our fire suppression
equipment had been standing-by,
but at no time was it necessary.
      No launch goes off well without
the unselfish help from other club
members.  Maria Ha graciously and
tirelessly performed check-in and
RSO duties throughout the day.  At
the end of the launch day she helped

             transport the launch equipment back to our
storage shed.  Maria also flew four (4) flights.
People who think of women as the weaker sex
can’t tell the trees from the wood. ‘Cause no
matter how loudly a rooster may crow, it’s the
hen that delivers the good.
      John McCoy also multi-tasked during this
launch day.  He dutifully repaired one of our
launch systems as well as refurbished our field’s
donation box, and he flew three (3) flights on
1/8A motors.

                     Brad Grant stepped up to relieve your
               launch manager so that he could grab a lunch
and socially ‘work the field’.  Brad has an engaging and
family-friendly style over the PA system and he keeps the
launch excitement high.  Brad also flew the most multi-
staged rockets of the day.
      The motors breakdown is as follows: 1/8A – 3; 1/2A
– 2; A6 - 2; A8 – 12; A10 – 9; B4 – 1; B6 – 23; C6 – 34;
C11 – 2; D5 – 1; D12 – 4; E6 – 2; F24 – 1.   We were
heavy-handed on the B6 and C6 motors, and we had very
few flights from the away pads.  This is likely due to our
collective efforts not to lose our rockets to the
surrounding corn fields.
      I will close out this launch report on a historical (and
perhaps sad) note.  This was NARHAMS’ last launch
conducted during NASA’s 30 years era of the space
shuttle program.  Space shuttle Atlantis was in orbit
throughout our July 2011 sport launch.  STS Atlantis was
then docked at the ISS and is to be the 135th and final
space shuttle mission.  My review of the flight cards in
preparation for this report revealed an unanticipated and
low-key tribute to the STS
program.  Without much
fanfare, both Valery
Folomeev and Matthew
Berg flew the Estes Shuttle
Xpress with the space
shuttle gliders attached as
side pods.

Rockets ready to fly
(photo by Brad Grant)

Mary McCoy at the pad
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

Maria Ha doing RSO duty
(photo by Alex Mankevich)
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Local Boy Scouts Earn Space Exploration
Merit Badges  (reported by Frank Panek)

A group of scouts Troop 29 of the Shenandoah Area
Council Boy Scouts of America recently completed the
requirements for their Space Exploration Merit Badge by
flying their model rockets at the NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center.  “This was a unique experience for the
scouts to not only fly their model rockets but learn first-
hand about some America’s space exploration
accomplishments.   It was also lots of fun for both the
scouts and their parents” said Scoutmaster Jeff Peck.
The merit badge is one of over 100 badges available to
scouts through special courses taught by adult merit
badge counselors.   According to Frank Panek,Troop 29’s
counselor for the Space Explorations Merit Badge, “the
program provides opportunities for scouts to learn about
the history and future of space exploration, to learn about
rockets and how they work and to look into the future of
space exploration and the prospects for living and
working in space.”  The merit badge program also
focuses on potential careers in aerospace.   Panek is a
member of the National Association of Rocketry,
Headquarters AstroModeling Section (NARHAMS).  The
club serves Maryland and the Washington Metropolitan
Area and is the oldest continuously operating model
rocket club in the United States. The section operates
public launches at the Goddard Space Flight Center the
first Sunday of every month.   Club launches are held on
the third Saturday of every month, weather permitting, at

Old National Pike Park in Mt. Airy, Maryland.

July Goddard Launch by Ole Ed

      Launch activities returned to normal at July’s NASA
Goddard Visitor Center launch on July 3.  By normal, I
mean we launched around 60 rockets instead of twice
that number, we held the launch from 1-2 pm instead of
from 1-3:30 pm and the crowd was about 200 for the day
instead of twice that number and overloading the parking
lot.
      Rocketeers attributed this to being a holiday weekend
and no scout troops, packs, dens, gaggles, clutches,
herds, basks, bykes, droves or colonies on-hand.  BTW—
We like scouts, e.g., just last month (June) we held four
outreach launches for various scout groups.
      There were 38 new flyers at the launch and we lent
out close to 30 already-prepped models from the
NARHAMS/GSFC arsenal.  Our club members
supporting this launch included Alex, Jef and Ellen,
Jennifer, Mike and Ian, and your cub reporter here.
Thanks to all for a delightful day.

Troop 29 pose in front of the Mercury capsule.

Boys wait to load up and launch, look to the sky at
other models.



Upper shroud at ½ scale

Lower shroud at ½ scale
Print on poster or other heavy paper

1” square
full scale

Centering ring
Cardstock or 1/16” balsa

Fin (3)
1/16” balsa

C3 Payload (Wiffle® Ball) Duration
Plan by Chris Kidwell

This model was designed for C3 Payload Duration, a provisional contestant event that was flown at
Reach for the Sky XXIII on April 16-17, 2011. It is designed around Franklin Sports balls,  about 70 mm
in diameter, available from Target in blue and red colors.

Instructions:
1. Cut a 15” length of BT-20 body tube, and mark fin positions at one end.
2. Cut a 24” length of shock cord. Attach one end to an engine block, and glue in place. Attach a streamer to 

the other end.
3. Glue the large centering ring on the body tube, ¼” from the forward end.
4. Cut out the two shrouds, affix double-sided tape to the tabs, and form into cones.
5. Slide the lower shroud over the body tube until it hits the centering ring, and glue into place.
6. Glue and fillet fins.
7. Form a heavy paper ring about 75 mm in 

diameter and ½” wide to fit in the top of 
the lower cone, and glue in place.

8. Form another heavy paper ring slightly
smaller to fit inside the 75 mm ring. Glue 
this in the nose cone. Make sure it is wide
enough to fit securely in the lower ring.

9. Fly on a C6-5 from a tower, or find some 
creative way of attaching launch lugs.
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      Thank you NARHAMS for holding a superb Apollo
commemoration contest
this year (42nd anniversary
of Apollo 11).
      For the uninitiated,
the NASA Goddard
Visitor Center and
NARHAMS have been
flying an annual
commemorative contest
since 1980.  We didn’t
hold one last year due to
unresolved issues
associated with flying
rockets in Washington’s
restricted air space, but

         this year we held a spot-
        landing event at Goddard
         on July 17th.

      The club’s turnout was excellent and everyone
conducted a professional-like event (it would have been
professional if we had been paid; but anyone witnessing
the activity and there were more than one-hundred in
attendance, had to be impressed with the job performed).
What made it even more remarkable was that the day
before, the club had flown the normal Saturday Mt. Airy
launch and then came out to volunteer to run the
Goddard match.
      Assisting were Jennifer Ash-Poole (RSO/announcer),
Demitri and Stoil Avramov (purser and runner), Michael
Cochran (measurer), Sally Cook (registrar), Paul Dees
(measurer), Fabrice Deruillieux (range set up and purser),
DJ Emmanuel (recovery), Jim Filler (demo rack and
RSO/announcer), Ellen and Jef Fineran (runner and
measurer), Chris Kidwell (results tabulation), Kevin
Johnson (safety check and rails assignment), Alex
Mankevich (information and assistance), Raul Pena
(demo rack and info/assistance), Ward Poole (firing
officer), Thelma and Thomas Rackers (registrar and
results radioman), Alan Williams (awards, range setup,
and measurer).  I acted as contest organizer.
      A special thanks goes to Alan and Fabrice for helping
set up the range on Saturday.
      The contest had 43 entrants (no kidding I have the
names) and flew more than 60 rockets when you count
the excellent scale model rack opening ceremony of Jim
Filler and Raul Pena.
      The objective was to land closest to a flag planted in
the center of a 150’ diameter circle marked on the Visitor
Center grounds.  Despite the circle’s size, it wasn’t easy
to land within and we allowed a second flight attempt

GSFC Apollo Contest by Ole Ed
 about 30 minutes into the two-hour contest.
     The flight closest to the flag was only 4’ away
performed by a child in the junior division (15 years and
less) and the NARHAMS seniors rocked with 9
‘Hampsters landing closest to the flag out of ten
people—Mary Harvey was closest for the adults.
      We gave out awards – trophies and kits from Estes
Industries and Quest Aerospace.  The
two companies were generous and
eleven kits each were donated to us
adding greatly to the spirit of the
contest and extending the prize giving
so more people won than would have
done so otherwise.  The companies
were appropriately recognized for the
generosity at the contest.
      We had special prizes too if anyone landed on
specially marked areas  —the blue area on the moon (a
Marvel comic invention) and a Transformers crash
landing site as nods to popular fiction influencing and
inspiring youth.  Special prizes were also ready for
instant awards if one landed in a blob shaped area
marked by potatoes or within a hula-hoop.  The former
represented the asteroid belt and the Dawn Mission/Vesta
asteroid (asteroids are described by the news as potato-
shaped, right?) and the hoop represented Mercury’s orbit
and the NASA’s Messenger mission.  We had an ISS
circle too to be sure people knew we were currently
visiting the station in the midst of the last Space Shuttle
mission.
      Hitting the moon circle was hard enough and only
Jim Filler with his demo Saturn hit any of the extra
circles – he landed within the ISS circle.  We did give
away one gag gift though—to a modeler whose model
glanced off Alan William’s straw hat while Alan was
measuring another model.
      After the contest, many adjourned to Ledos and there
we identified many ways to make the contest better next
year on the 43rd anniversary of Apollo 11

A Saturn 5 model at launch
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

The winners and range crew
(photo by Alex Mankevich)
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      Suppose you need a sheet of balsa for your latest,
greatest rocket.  You want it now, so where should you
go?
      This article started out as a price comparison for a
standard-grade sheet of balsa.  You know something you
might use to make a set of fins, wings for a demo B/G, or
some struts within a payload capsule.  Ordinary use,
common stuff in other words.
Then a marvelous thing happened.  I thought of Squirrel.
      Can you indulge Mr. Rhee as he recalls a bit of
memory from his youth?  Then we’ll get back to where
you should buy your balsa, I promise.
      Capitol Sports and Hobby was located on U.S. 1 in
downtown Hyattsville in what is now becoming a
Bohemian-style Belle Arts district (art galleries
downstairs, studio apartments upstairs; subsidized
housing to attract artistes but otherwise trés cher et chic.)
I bought my first model rocket there in 1958 (a Model
Missiles Rock-a-‘Chute Aerobee-Hi).  The place, and the
comic books/candy store two stores down, were where
kids hung out long before role-playing games and the
Internet.   There I met Squirrel.
      Squirrel was an RC-modeler and hobbyist.  He hung
around the hobby shop and you could exchange tips with
him and shoot the breeze with a knowledgeable fellow
who shared common interests.

Squirrel by Mr. Rhee-Shawpur, Olde Tyme Model Missile Man

                                          PRICES FOR A SHEET OF BALSA (3/32"X4"X36"…as of May 2011)

Source Undiscounted Retail Price                 Typical Discount Available
(Before Sales Tax)

A.C. Moore (Bowie) $3.69 50% Newspaper Flyer Coupon on One Item
Hobby Lobby (Laurel) $4.49 50% Newspaper Ad Coupon on One Item
HobbyWorks (Laurel) $2.99 20% Club Member Discount on Total Purchase
Michaels (Laurel) $2.99 40% Print from Internet Coupon on One Item

      I never learned his real name or even why he was
called and accepted Squirrel.
      In 1961 Prince Georges Plaza was built and shortly
thereafter Capitol Sports and Hobby moved to it.   I
guess Squirrel made an impression because he ended up
working there, and my buddy Paul Connor and Squirrel
would share good-natured insults, awful pun exchanges,
and even a bit of the truth when it came to model
building.
     Years later Giant Food built a super store in Landover
Hills on what is now the intersection of Annapolis Road
(Route 450) and East West Highway (Route 410).  The
primary level sold food (are you surprised?) but the
lower level sold merchandise (ever buy a sofa from
Giant?).  Squirrel ended up being the manager of the
hobby department and I used to buy supplies and model
rocket motors at Giant for my Smithsonian classes.
      Then I lost track of Squirrel; but he’s still around the
area—someone either told me they saw him or I bumped
into him sometime back, maybe at HobbyWorks.  But he
was a great source of information and modelers shared
some good times talking with him.
      Okay, back to comparison-shopping as promised.
Price-wise there are a few area sources and all offer
discounts if you look for them.  The chart below
summarizes this.

Okay, (drum roll please), where should you buy your
balsa?  From the above information I recommend you
buy from HobbyWorks.
      And here’s why.  HobbyWorks undiscounted price is
obviously competitive.  But price isn’t the only reason
for buying there.  HobbyWorks is where the new
Squirrels nest is located.   You’re likely to sometimes run
into Jim Filler or Kevin Johnson and almost certainly
Scott Branche in the latter parts of the week.
      I am not overlooking the obvious that Scott has
always supported the club.  He does this because he
loves the hobby and not out of some quid pro quo
 expectation.   (Mr. Rhee has known him since Scott

lived in New York as a kid attending the Pearl River
rocketry conventions).  Even if he didn’t support us, the
reason for going to HobbyWorks seems obvious.
     You see the recollection about Squirrel was meant to
have poignancy.  Squirrel’s a guy I remember starting
more than a half century ago.  And you now have the
opportunity to learn and chill with some of the most
knowledgeable local rocketeers at HobbyWorks today.
And you’ll remember the experience.  Coupled with
competitive prices, where is the comparison?
      Mr. Rhee-Shawpur’s affiliation with the above
sourced stores is as a consumer only.
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Aug 6 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD NARAM recap, open building session
Aug 7 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Aug 20 12 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Streamer Theme
Sep 3 - 4 9 am - 5 pm RAMTEC Ft. Indiantown Gap, PA

Events: A PA(optical), A SRA(optical), B ELA(optical), 1/2A SD MR, 1/2 HD
Sep 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Sep 10 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Election
Sep 17 - 18 9 am - 5 pm Capitol Cup 2011 The Plains, VA
Sep 24 12 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Paratrooper Spot Landing , Night Launch
Oct 1 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Ole Ed Movie Festival (Ed Pearson)
Oct 2 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Oct 15 12 - 9:30 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Halloween Theme
Nov 5 5 - 9 pm Monthly meeting College Park, MD Planning meeting
Nov 6 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Nov 19 10 am - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD Military Theme
Dec 3 5 - 9 pm Holiday party Greenbelt Community Church, Greenbelt, MD
Dec 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Launch Greenbelt, MD
Dec 10 11 am - 3 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

NARHAMS 2011 CALENDAR

Corny People - ECRM
(photo by Alex Mankevich)

Father and Son - ECRM
(Photo by Ellen Fineran)

Egg Lofter in a Tower - ECRM
(photo by Jim McGraw)

Steve Humphrey posing - SCST
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole

PMC models at NARAM
(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)



ZOG - FORTY THREE
1404 SWEET CHERRY COURT
SEVERN, MD 21144

Launch Schedule

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
August 6th, 2011

SPORT LAUNCH
August 20, 2011

Mt. Airy, MD

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
September 4, 2011

SPORT LAUNCH
NIGHT LAUNCH

NOTE DIFFERENT DATE!!
September 24, 2011

Mt. Airy, MD
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